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LIFE 
WITHOUT 
COLOR
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LIFE 
WITHOUT 
COLOR

COLOR 
thinking
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COLOR 
at the forefront

COLOR 
expression
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COLOR 
expression

COLOR 
considerable power
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COLOR 
element of design

INFINITE CHOICE
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COLOR
is the 
story 

of our life

Rosita Missoni

COLOR
instantly attracts the eye

COLOR
defines our

WORLD
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“With 80% of human 
experience filtered 
through our eyes, 
visual cues are 

essential to 
successfully getting a 

message across”  

Pantone Color Institute Research

The 

power 
of 

COLOR
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“Color is one of those 
magical mystical 

qualities that we are 
attracted to but we’re 
not quite sure why!”

Pantone Color Institute Research

COLOR
influences 

50% - 85% 
product

purchasing
decisions
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COLOR 
instantly captures attention

UNIFORMITY
looking like everyone else
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DISRUPTIVE
being different

COLOR
your secret weapon
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COLOR
a strategic approach

COLOR
is lifestyle
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WHAT’S 
GOING ON 

TODAY?

and how is this impacting trends in color?

TECHNOLOGY
dependent
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WHITE NOISE
breaking through

WHITE NOISE
breaking through
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LESS IS MORE
Tightly focused product 

assortments !

Thank you digitization…data mining, 
algorithm’s, infographics, demographics, 

heat-maps.

But speed comes with unintended 
consequences.

Too many options can cause indecision 
since decision-making takes a physical, 

mental and emotional toll.  

Too many choices can cause consumers 
to make poor choices, be less satisfied 

and as a result, switch off entirely.

Remember – we’re still human beings.

WHITE-ON -WHITE
minimalist approach
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DUSTY PALES 
soft and warm

THE GREYS 
chic, sophisticated, practical, unobtrusive
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The Art 
of 

Well-Being

“The state of being comfortable, 
healthy and happy”

The Art 
of 

Well-Being

“The state of being 
comfortable, healthy and 

happy”
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WELL BEING
chroma yoga

WELL BEING 
yoga retreat
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HYGGE
getting cozy

HYGGE
getting cozy
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EMPTINESS
solitude and silence

EMPTINESS 
solitude and silence
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QUIET
events

NATURE
restorative greens
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NATURE
restorative greens

DAS BURNOUT 
are we living to work or working to live?
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DAS BURNOUT 
are we living to work or working to live?

THE RIGHT TO DISCONNECT 
are we living to work or working to live?
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PANTONE Color of the Year 2017

Symbolic of New Beginnings

“A fresh and zesty yellow-green shade 
signaling the first sign of spring, 
PANTONE 15-0343 Greenery conveys 
our growing desire to rejuvenate and 
revitalize.  Bursting forth in 2017 to 
provide us with the reassurance we 
yearn for amid a complex social and 
political environment, PANTONE 
Greenery symbolizes the reconnection 
we seek with nature, one another and a 
larger purpose.” 

Pantone Color Institute
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PANTONE 
Greenery

A shade emblematic of new 
beginnings PANTONE 15-0343 
Greenery expresses a yearning 
reinvent. Through its assertive 
vibrancy and vivid freshness, 
PANTONE 15-0343 Greenery 

gives us the  self-assurance to 
take bold steps and live life on 
our own terms, redefining what 

makes us successful and 
happy.
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ERASING
traditional identifiers

AGE IDENTITY
no longer valid
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BABY 
BOOMERS
looking + acting younger

BABY 
BOOMERS

looking + acting younger
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SOCIAL MEDIA
reaching your target demographic
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GEN Z
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GENDER
blur

GENDER
blur
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GENDER
blur
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GENERATIONAL
divide

DESIGN
to order
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PERSONALIZED
design

SOCIAL CONSCIOUSNESS
from “me” to “we”
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SOCIAL CONSCIOUSNESS
the sharing economy

SOCIAL CONSCIOUSNESS
the sharing economy
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SOCIAL CONSCIOUSNESS
the sharing economy

SOCIAL CONSCIOUSNESS
eco chic
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SOCIAL CONSCIOUSNESS
eco chic

SOCIAL CONSCIOUSNESS
eco-chic
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SOCIAL CONSCIOUSNESS
eco chic

SOCIAL CONSCIOUSNESS
eco chic
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RAW MATERIALS

TOPOGRAPHICAL
prints
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TOPOGRAPHICAL
prints

RETRO
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FRINGE TREATMENT

COLOR
fade
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WHIMSEY

WHIMSEY
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WHIMSEY

WHIMSEY
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Color Stories

Spring/Summer
2018

Pinks have turned from a fashion color into a core color family showing up 
across all areas of design. This season’s new pinks are livelier and sharper.  

PINK
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ORANGE
Exploding with energy, hot coral tones move to the forefront.

Amplified sharp lemon tones are full of zest.

YELLOW
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True reds are being usurped by hues closer to pink, orange and darker oxblood 
shades.

RED

Terracotta influence.  Overall browns are darker, burnt and more fossilized.

BROWN
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Whether on their own or in combinations with other shades, blue is a 
permanent palette factor. 

BLUE

Languid Lavender the key purple for the season. 

PURPLE
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Slightly off-center with an interesting level of sophistication, greens for spring 
summer 2018 display a new attitude for utility and camouflage . 

GREEN

Cleaner without being chemical.  A cool classic.
WHITE
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GRAY
Colored grays at all ends of the spectrum.   

Wood inspired hues.

NEUTRALS
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PASTELS
Convey a more modern approach.

BRIGHTS
A fusion of powerful energy.
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METALLICS
On their own or as a finish, metals continue though not as “blingy” as in the 

past.

ENLIGHTENMENT
A pair of floating neutrals anchored by a cool wind-whipped blue and icy glacier 

green. 
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BREATHE 

An array of pale tints 
which quietly comfort.
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Tinted Surfaces.
Delicate.
Soft Edges.
Blurred.
Ethereal.
Faded/Fluctuating.
Weightless 
Volume.

facets                       flecked                       synthetic + natural          curvilinear 

soft edges                 molded shapes            marbled

SOURCE
A story of  woody browns that are warm, calming, enveloping and most 

of all  reassuring. 
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ORIGIN

In a color story that varies in intensity 
from earthy tones to dusty sands, a 
glimmering metallic adds a touch of 

light.

BEGINNING

Surfaces are illuminated by 
the bright yellow sun while 
the shadows  give rise to 
fuchsia toned reflections.
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Hand made.
Textural color.
Natural shading.
Imperfection.
Material looks.
Organic.
Smooth surfaces.

colored transparency          shine                    blushed metal              veiled color        

INGENUITY
An offbeat palette of earth shades rooted in nature.
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BIOMIMICRY

A new layer of green based acidic  
greens  and cool blues add 

modernity.

THE BLUES

A trio of greenish blues 
grounded by an earthy 

brown.
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Voluminous shapes.
Fluid patterns.
Smooth but rugged 
texture.
Engineered grooves.
Synthesized nature.
Veined looks.

ARTISTRY
A compilation of fragrant and restful shades  mixes past with present .
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ARTISTRY

A palette of color 
which explores 
geographical 

boundaries and laced 
with evocative 

narratives, decorative 
and complex, delicate 

and rich. 

DREAMLIKE

Gentle floral tones in 
pretty pastel tints merge 

and blend while the 
deeper tones add 

definition and form. 
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Enriched through printing.
Pattern on pattern.
Elaborate adornment.
Precious fibers.
Jacquards and brocades.
Ornamental feel.
Hybrid uses.

cracked                   layered darks                snakeskin               black and gold

slashed                     burnished             posh artisan                hardware

REVELATION
A rich red, warm animated neutral,  soft deep blue and a dark grey convey  the 

solidity and essential confidence of this core mid-toned palette.
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IMPERFECT 
HIGHBRID

A color story that is sensibly 
robust yet modest.

CUT

A strong set of new 
reds contrasted with 

greens on a blue 
infused background 
with an addition of a 

clear white and some 
neutrals to cut 
through and 

texturize. 
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Vintage redux.
Painterly.
Playful.
Naturally 
layered.
Modern.
Controlled color 
chaos.

semi-obscured

blackened

AWAKENING
A new genre of yellow based shades heralding transition and expressing 

positivity.
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ACID 
COCOON

The key colors intermingle 
with some lethal greens 

becoming erratic and 
brittle, fragile and fatal at 

the same time.  
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Lively.
Energetic.
Courageous.
Natural texture.
Light emitting.
Functional.
Convey a new 
energy.

multi-colored              colorful brass

over decorated      material mixes          color  emphasis     

ENRICHMENT
A  light weight tint and a bright white are counterbalanced by a  pair of high 

energy brights; a full on vibrant pink and an intense  citrus orange.
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FIESTY
Speaking to our love of pure 

unadulterated color, this  
flamboyant group is full of drama 

and  generates high voltage effects.

TRANSPOSE

Sharp and hyper pink 
shades clash and 

explode.
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Experimental hybrid 
mixes break the 
mold.
Bold and optimistic.
Super confident.
Color intensity
Inflated shapes and 
forms.

glowing

ignited

A neutral story of  warm and cold dark tones  that are dusted, 
blackened, greyed and matted into a softer expression for the 

spring/summer.

FORMATIONS
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Shadowed.
Floating.
Natural.
Cool and matte.
Clean lines.
Space inspired 
luminosity.

sculptured                             oceanic                 pop of white          shaded

cool and quiet

color classics                               tonal 
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Four strong and atmospheric blues whose saturated strength enables them 
to each stand alone but when blended together  create a palette of 

unchartered depth.

UNCHARTERED
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Retro-futuristic.
Alien shapes.
Glossy surfaces.
Texture shine.
Precision 
quilting.
Lightweight
Colored metals.

patterned                 roseate                        shredding                      masquerade


